


The War of the Worlds

How the radio drama

Caused a panic in 20th century America



Original book by Herbert 
George Wells – 1898

Later turned into a radio drama – adapted
by Howard Koch, and produced and directed
by Orson Welles as part of the American 
radio drama anthology The Mercury Theatre 
on the Air

Orson wanted to make the play in a way that 
made it seem like the events were actually 
happening, but did not anticipate that people 
would really believe it.

GB names  US names



Evermore alarming news from around the world –
aliens are invading and the military can’t stop it

Live report from above New York about Marsian 
war machines and the black fog

Break

The radio drama in a nutshell

Theme music, announcement of the show
Prologue
Regular show with brief news bulletins

explosions on Mars
odd object landed in Grover’s Mill

Live reports from Grover’s Mill
Marsians emerge and attack



The radio drama in a nutshell

The rest of the show is told in a 
style closer to other radio 
dramas, and follows Professor 
Pierson scavenging through the 
remainders of humanity and 
writing it all down when the 
martians were gone.

In the end, the martians were 
found to have been exterminated 
by Earth’s microbes, against which 
they had not adapted



Influence of media
The radio drama

-solo piano for tension
-convincing voice acting
-SFX
-current world events;

Despite being said four times during the 
show and a few more after it that it was 
completely fictitious, some still believed 
it was real.



Influence of media
The newspaper

The newspaper had completely 
overblown the scale of the 
panic, and exaggerated the 
play’s influence on the public.

Newspapers had reported that mass 
hysteria and panicked mobs were acting 
nationwide



Influence of media
The newspaper

In a phone survey taken that same night, 
only 2% out of 5 thousand households 
said they were even listening to the play, 
and other sources confirm that there was 
in fact no mass panic and that the 
number of people who did believe the 
play was real quickly declined.



Thank you for listening
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